Five amazing Scentsy Crystal
Fragrances!
Introducing the Scentsy Crystal Wax collection. These limited-edition
fragrances collection is inspired by positive attributes of crystals. These
amazing fragrances express good, uplifting tones. These five new Scentsy Bar
fragrances coincide with one of today’s most popular trends! Through the
liveliness and allure of these exclusive fragrances, and even the vivid
colors of our wax, the Crystal Wax Collection expresses in scent what we all
desire in our world. Optimism is always in style.

Check out all five fragrances!
1. Amethyst the crystal is believed by some to subdue negative thoughts,
calm, protect and more. Amethyst the fragrance expresses this in a
lovely blend of lavender petals, chamomile and tonka bean. You will love
this soothing fragrance. Use it to create a relaxing atmosphere.

2. Citrine the crystal is thought by many to promote positivity, bestow
self-confidence and more. Citrine the fragrance reflects this in a
stirring mix of sweet orange, pineapple nectar and vanilla. You will

love this sweet and tart combination.
3. Green Calcite the crystal is believed by some to encourage emotional
balance, self-acceptance and more. Green Calcite the fragrance mirrors
this in a blend of bergamot, jasmine and white woods. This is somewhat

similar to some of our Scentsy Man fragrances.
4. Lapis Lazuli the crystal is thought to impart truth, honesty, healing
and more. Lapis Lazuli the fragrance expresses this in sea salt air,
California lemon and beach lily. You will be transported to the spa when

you use this one.
5. Rose Quartz the crystal is known for encouraging unconditional love,
inner peace and more. Rose Quartz the fragrance reflects this in a union

of coconut cream, Moroccan rose and sandalwood.

Don’t hesitate.
This collection is limited edition. That means Crystal Collection will only
be here for a limited time. These type of promotions always sell out.

You have 3 options when purchasing the Crystal Collection.
1. The Crystal Wax Collection, including an organza gift bag and a
decorative tag. (I recommend this one). You get all 5 fragrances in the
collection. The cost is $24. That is five bars for the price of four.

2. The Crystal Wax Collection bundle. Mix and Match any of the five
fragrances. This does not come with the gift bag or tag but it is still
a great value at $24. You still get 5 bars for the price of four. You
can get all five of the same fragrance or any combination you choose.
3. Individual bars from the Crystal Wax Collection. These bars sell for $6
each if you want to buy them in small quantities. That is the regular
Scentsy bar price so, I highly recommend one of the above options to get
a great deal.
Whatever you choose, you can’t go wrong with the all new Scentsy Wax Crystal
Collection.
Feel free to order online or call 520-981-5251 for assistance.
Please comment below with any input.

